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Comparison Method Example. Ctrivial routing)
*All chains timereversible for now. SIN1=MIBX(9) (St) &SIX0X,it

Fear Route ergodic flow of p through Length: We only use paths of length 1.

that of p with low congestion and
Congestion:sit has capacity Qlst

length. -> (1*10>, (H-*)P') and we route o'sit) flow through it.

⑨

depends on long. 11en. manStsTE-maxGTs
Routing: (Sit1+-> convex combination of

paths 5=xSX.--sxeet for colorings, Of Metropolis, P= Glamber, we

-Easier to thing in terms of flows: have congestion
T: distribution ofpath if we sample (i) sc. Remark. When trivial routing has

ergodic flow low congestion we get to transfer not
Defining constraint:endpoints (it) of of P'

just spectral gap /Poincare but also
pathsare distributed as

NIST, evc.

8.Ist) =MCs) PCs,1) =MIHP(tis)



Example. (hypercube) Remark. When arg length of pathsis

P: x you I, itmust be that congestions 1.
trivial "ideal"chain " total flow= I total capacity =1

P: Glamber dynamics &

M: uniform on 50. Theorem. Suppose it is a dist over paths

- Demand:Q'CSH = MISIPISH) =MIS)M(t) Xox..-- 0e such that (oste) SQ'

Let c be:
- Routing:(sit)-> 3:*x)... synt

(i) It [Cencpath) x12xxy in path]]
XIycl

* = Hmetis Siri-1Sn) max S path:T 3"go over bits is-in and change from stot Q(xjy)
X*y

one hit at a time
"

Length: n

Then p1993), tpilgig).
(

<Crngxlen.

Congestion:There are juice"-2" pairs
Dirichlet form Pirichlet form

of (sit) passing through any edge. Corollary. (H(PI) >- 11-x2(P))

congestion,indoncite Corollary (SI for P=> IST torP.
= 0 (n)

Remar P'= ideal chain is much-used!



Proof:Let Xs X.. - - Xe be sampleds:
Example. (hyercuise)
Ideal chain mixes in 1 step. In fact

Ep. (919)
:=*IE (91-9 Fe)"] P" is rank 1 so

By Cauchy,Schwarz we have xCP3 =13.0 = x2103 -... Pulp

1;l) (I9KgWx--xacef9Wel)) >, =>(Glanberl) <se)ndi sulla
l times

2

Length congestion
not fight

(191407-91) +- - +19(es)-9 (el)"= 1915-9(e)
2 Example. (random walk on path)

Taking expectations we get

((x1-gle)) P' ideal chain ·---a
R.A.S. = 2Eplg,9)

P:Metropolis with MFuniform (similarly for cycle)
2 A.S. 12C.Eplgg)

Routing:1st) to subpath from stot.
so Eplag) >, -Eplgg). Length:O(n)

Congestion: us = 0 is

->(HIP) >uslfz) 5this is tight!



Trading time for approx [Serrum-Sinclair] trivial; xdepth-time

Suppose we have X-approx counting ALG a***
or self-reducible problem. · ⑨
=-> (N2)-approx in time poly(,xt) ⑲
Corollary. Aspoly(n -> FORAS self-reducibility tree

approx counting is allornothing
Idea:Define M'(subproblem)X.ALG (subproblem

& M1 subproblem)
&

Example (colored spanning trees) ↳ assume det for simplicity
agenerally matroids I M(x) but works with rand too

T
x <subprolem

Count spanning trees with - If we sample sm'.

n, black, ny blue, is orange,-- 1- IPCbase case] 3, Stepth = "Focus
Thm: I 2811 palettel) -approx ALG If we sample base case, we can rejection

sample into M with IPaccept,



Question:How to sample subproblem wap.
Congestion:

X

& ALG Isubproblem) 2 M's) M'lt=if
s<t ⑨#dea: Random walk on tree. anted through Xoy or you

↑ put Metropolis filter 2ALG12)

to get x ALG as
F X81[Mlieot y) =subtree

s

ALG (2)
stationary dist z'stree

81c.depth). TheCT =0 polycu)
Claim:tmix - Poly (2.9). M/rest)

Proof. We compare with ideal chain.
Q(xc4)= Q1y, x) <, m'g): POT

Routing:We route Ct) demand on the
->Congestion =poly (n, x)

unique tree path.
We conclude 1-X2IP) >, //poly(14).

Length:2.depth = poly(n). 1 If we start at root, we get

I missinets -is 1g 2(roothm') > polylg(n,x).
six in 5 subtree => twix(p. root,S) = poly (n1c, 155)"s



Canonical Paths Example. (hypercube)

Suporse we have determinist routing and want. Suppose xSy
-differ in coordi

congestion (x5y).
Specific to 1 Encoding:

Encoding:A map from

xd (S,4)sri= 19.--,Sistii-ful
SCSH)1xsy = stoath] 1--ex[M]

Set of sizeM Injective because knowing you we

that's injective 8 if can recover both set!

1St) -> (vjunce) we have
MUNCOCm.al***

MCs(MC) <> C. M1r) QCxy)
(x,y)

->congestion DC.M because Note:In general for uniform in we

MISMH XC.Amr.Qlxin). onts need PIx9] oogins & injective
Sit
d SM.

passing through Xy



Markov Chain for Matchings Details are unimportant, as long as

Plm. MY) >, for every valid(n)
-Goal:Given unweighted graph G, move from M60 M.

count/sample its matchings.
a We will design paths for every

not necessarily perfect
matchings

on to m- use injective encoding.
- Marnov Chain proposed by Broder, I enough because uniformCanalyzed by serrum-Sindair

Move from M- i' by MIM) MCM') <poly(n) ·Mlencoding) & (transition)

* Removing edge- a

* Adding edge. "- this is automatic

Athanging edge? ->o
not strictly
necessary Metropolis rule



Paths:Consider matchings M, M. Example: Do Or

Fi
&

If we look at MoM', we get "*
unravel first unravel second

collection ofpaths +cycles.

⑤-

· I⑤

· 1 I ·""""* &
&

Iexchange
⑤

I
- Path from MtO M..

to make it det. H delete

Arbdet. order over possible paths/cycles & &
& ⑤

Earb choice of starting endpoint/vertex. a ·penchange,
Hadd

40 over paths/cycles in this order & unravel &
⑤-

one-byone. a &O



Encoding:For the NON' transition we Claim:Injective'

can encode Proof:

CM, M'S i.CMAMN - few edges, few else - We can recover MOM' from
- Athere might be two edges encoding E N.

around current Vertex junk part
- We know what path cycle we are

technically
Example. not needed unravelling by NON'

&

·apda
·"" - We can rewind unravel standing fromNIN

N
N' o recover M.

MOMAN =

⑤-

-We can continue unravel from NIN'
&O

few edges to recover M'.

⑤-

Encoding.To ⑧

&

&O

few edge) Tum:1xelchain) Yoecus"
Corollary :tmix -Poly (n) & Open: fast algs!


